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Question: 
What is the most favorable arrangement of these two spheres?

R=?R=?a a

Answer: The energy of the system does not depend on r as long as r > 2a.
NB Assuming that a liquid drop model for the fermions is accurate!

This is a very strange answer! Isn’t it? Something is amiss here.

Fermi sea   λF



Let us try to think of this situation now in quantum mechanical Let us try to think of this situation now in quantum mechanical terms.terms.
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The dark blue region is really full of de Broglie’s waves, which is in 
the absence of homogeneities are simple plane waves.

When inhomogeneities are present, there are a lot of scattered waves.

Also, there are some almost stationary waves, which reflect back and forth
from the two tips of the empty spheres. 

As in the case of a musical instrument, in the absence of damping, the stable
“musical notes” correspond to stationary modes.

Problems: 1) There is a large number of such modes.
2) The tip-to-tip modes cannot be absolutely stable, as the 

reflected wave disperses in the rest of the space.
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A force from nothing onto nothingA force from nothing onto nothing
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Many of the Many of the subsequesntsubsequesnt slides are borrowed from my collaborator’s talk A. slides are borrowed from my collaborator’s talk A. WirzbaWirzba









































What happens at the boundary of a normal and What happens at the boundary of a normal and superfluidsuperfluid regions?regions?

insideoutside

Andreev reflection







“meat balls”

“lasagna”

Borrowed from www.lsw.uni-heidelberg.de/~mcamenzi/NS_Mass.html



Quantum Corrections to the GS Energy of Inhomogeneous NMQuantum Corrections to the GS Energy of Inhomogeneous NM

slabs

bubbles

tubes

The Casimir energy for  various phases. 
The lattice constants are:
L = 23, 25 and 28 fm respectively.
u   — anti-filling factor

0  — average density

A. Bulgac and P. Magierski
Nucl. Phys. 683, 695 (2001)
Nucl. Phys, 703, 892 (2002) (E)



The The CasimirCasimir energy for the displacement of a single void in the latticeenergy for the displacement of a single void in the lattice

Slab phase

Bubble phase

Rod phase

A. Bulgac and P. Magierski
Nucl. Phys. 683, 695 (2001)
Nucl. Phys, 703, 892 (2002) (E)
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Deformation of the rodDeformation of the rod--like phase lattice like phase lattice 

A. Bulgac and P. Magierski
Nucl. Phys. 683, 695 (2001)
Nucl. Phys, 703, 892 (2002) (E)
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rods

deformed nuclei

Skyrme HF with SLy4, Magierski and Heenen, Phys. Rev. C 65, 045804 (2002)



Skyrme HF with SLy4, Magierski and  Heenen, Phys. Rev. C 65, 045804 (2002)
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“rippled” slabs

nuclei



Skyrme HF with SLy4, Magierski and Heenen, Phys. Rev. C 65, 045804 (2002)

∆E between spherical and rod-like phases

∆E between spherical and slab-like phases
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“Spherical” phase (scc) Rod-like phase

Size of box d = 26 fm

P. Magierski, A. Bulgac and P.-H. Heenen, nucl-ph/0112003



Rod-like phase “Spherical” phase (bcc)

Size of box d = 23.4 fm

P. Magierski, A. Bulgac and P.-H. Heenen, nucl-ph/0112003



Slab-like phase Bubble-like phase

Size of box d = 20.8 fm

P. Magierski, A. Bulgac and P.-H. Heenen, nucl-ph/0112003
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Various contributions to the energy density as a function  Various contributions to the energy density as a function  
of the proton of the proton quadrupolequadrupole moment.    moment.    

Magierski, Bulgac and Heenen, Nucl.Phys. A719, 217c (2003)  




